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Who are we?
>328 A320 family aircraft. 3rd largest 

A320 fleet in the world.

>154 airports, 35 countries, 981 routes

>13000 people

>Aiming to become tHE worlds most 
data driven airline

>First airline to announce A credible 
sustainability roadmap



What is predictive maintenance?
Predictive Maintenance is the approach used to determine the condition of equipment and systems 

by analysing aircraft data to identify patterns and predict issues before they arise. It is used to 
establish the best time to intervene and perform the corrective action at an optimal time and 

environment.

Predictive Maintenance turns an unplanned event into A planned event.

Less unscheduled maintenance =

> Reduced number of AOGs

> Reduced delays

> Better passenger experience

> Lower cost 
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Why did we select pdm?
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By acting proactively, using aircraft sensor data on a scale never seen before, we can anticipate the effects on 
aircraft components and the operating characteristics during continued flight.

Direct Maintenance Costs (DMC)
> Turning Unscheduled into Scheduled Maintenance
> Positioning and stock of spares/Reducing reliance on AOG labour
> Reduction of component repair costs/Reduced Inventory (E.G. Skin Air Valve HT previously)
> Future review of MSG3 Philosophy possible due to PDM which may reduce maintenance requirements

Direct Operating Costs (DOC)
> Reduction of delays, diversions, cancellations and subsequent EU261 impact.
> Reduction of aircraft operating under MEL and in conditions that may impact fuel burn or operations.
> Optimised flight scheduling due to lower AOG risk
> Asset utilisation – Improving Aircraft recovery time

Safety
> Reduction of unanticipated technical events at times of greater risk (1st wave departures, circadian 

cycle)
> Busy Integrated Control Centre which relies on expert decisions in a dynamic working environment
> Specialist troubleshooting guidance built into the Predictive Maintenance tool, customizable for easyJet

$

$



Our predictive maintenance journey
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2015

Study of three years 
worth of easyJet 
historic flight and 
MIS data by Airbus.

2016

80 aircraft take 
place in low data 
volume trials.

3 aircraft take place 
in high data volume 
trials.

2017

Expansion of basic 
services to the full 
fleet

2018

Long term 
partnership signed 
with Airbus

FOMAX retrofit 
programme started

Skywise Predictive 
Maintenance 
designed in 
collaboration with 
Airbus and Palantir.

2019

Massive data 
transmission 
commenced.

FOMAX ADC and easyJet 
MIS data ingested into 
Skywise

2020 2021 2022 2023 >

FOMAX retrofit 
completed.

Development & 
Validation of more 
predictive models.

Continued validation  
of PDM models

FOMAX Retrofit 
Paused due to 
Covid.



How we collect aircraft data

FDIMU

FOMAX

ATSU WQAR

FOMAX data via 4G 
network

Report 38(ACMS) via 
ACARS using VHF

FOMAX data = Up 
to 24,000 

parameters

Previous data = 
Approx. 390 
parameters

Flight Data Monitoring

Data via 2G/3G network



How is the data used?
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Validated algorithms are produced 
utilising historic aircraft data and 
component repair details. Data sent from 
the aircraft is processed against these 
validated algorithms to identify when a 
component or system is deviating from 
it’s correct pattern of behaviour.

Any deviation from the model is identified 
and trends will trigger alerts ahead of the 
aircraft diagnostic threshold.

To reduce the chance of NFF removals, 
the predictive alert threshold is always 
above the shop test fault threshold.



How is the data used?
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Validated algorithms are produced 
utilising historic aircraft data and 
component repair details. Data sent from 
the aircraft is processed against these 
validated algorithms to identify when a 
component or system is deviating from 
it’s correct pattern of behaviour.

Any deviation from the model is identified 
and trends will trigger alerts ahead of the 
aircraft diagnostic threshold.

To reduce the chance of NFF removals, 
the predictive alert threshold is always 
above the shop test fault threshold.

Our data shows components 
removed via predictive 

maintenance have a 5% lower 
NFF rate than those removed 

via reactive maintenance.



Predictive maintenance in action
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This is a real example of a fault identified by predictive 
maintenance. This all happened before any faults displayed on 

the aircraft. 

The aircraft, G-EZAJ was found to have a faulty Engine Fuel LP 
Twin Motor Actuator.

If this was left to fail on wing, our data shows that 78% of 
these component failures result in aircraft out of service time 

of over 3 hours.



Predictive maintenance in action
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The aircraft data hit the 
predictive maintenance 

threshold on 14th September



Predictive maintenance in action
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An alert was then generated 
on the 22nd September due to 
repeated threshold breaches 



Predictive maintenance in action
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Maintenance action was 
taken at a convenient time 

on 10th October. The 
suspect valve was 

replaced.



Predictive maintenance in action
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System performance 
immediately returned 
back to normal after 

replacement of the valve.



Predictive maintenance in numbers
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August 2022



Predictive maintenance in numbers
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August 2022

Since its introduction, our data 
shows that predictive 

maintenance has saved us 
hundreds of cancellations, 

hundreds of major delays and 
many more minor delays. 



What’s next for easyJet?
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Enhance Predictive Maintenance Models
> Move 51 models in calibration and 36 models in development in to live.
> Develop more models based on new capabilities, greater understanding of data and operational need
> Continuous improvement of existing models

We’ve had 1964 interventions with only 13 live models. Imagine what this could look like with 100 live models!

OEM and Component Repair
> Engage further with OEM’s and component repair agents to ensure shop testing reflects real-world aircraft effect
> Rogue unit tracking
> NFF analysis
> Improvement of shop testing

Improve In-house Data Handling for Efficiency
> Build on the experience of Predictive Maintenance for cross-departmental projects
> Utilising easyJet’s ATA experts to monitor the health of their systems and provide recommendations for further predictive 

capabilites



What’s next for easyJet?
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FOMAX opens up a number of opportunities for easyjet to explore the fully connected aircraft 

FOMAX has multiple optional features, allowing for the connection of satcom systems for inflight connectivity, 
transmission of aircraft data to EFBs and to ground for flight data monitoring. It can also be used as an 

interface with cabin entertainment systems or an ACARS over IP gateway.



What’s next for easyJet?
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FOMAX opens up a number of opportunities for easyjet to explore the fully connected aircraft 

We’ve partnered with ESA and Inmarsat to evaluate the Iris Light Cockpit Satcom system. The primary 
purpose of this is to evaluate the system for Air Traffic Management; however this system will be connected 

to FOMAX, allowing us to run trials of things such as ACARS over IP (opportunity for cost reduction, VHF 
expensive and bandwidth limited).



In summary - What’s the prize?
Unscheduled maintenance = disruption = negative passenger experience and cost

Predictive maintenance turns unscheduled maintenance in to scheduled maintenance

Predictive maintenance = 
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Reduced AOGs, 
Delays and 

Cancellations

Reduced 
operational 
interruption

Fuel 
savings/Reduction 

in emissions

Improved 
passenger 
experience

Spares and 
inventory 

optimisation

Improved safety
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$ Reduced Cost


